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.The gatpelianieha Early'EducationPrOkram

:The,KamebamehaEarly Education Program (KEEP) is a 'research and

_7 ,

development program of The Kamehameha SchoolSiBernice P. Bishop Eatate.

The.misSion Of KEEP is the development, dtmonstration, and diSsemination

of methods FRT- :improving the education of Hawaiian and Part-Tawaiian- .

These activities are conducted at the 'Ka Pono Researdi

and pemonstration School, and in-public classrooms in cooperation. with:

the State,Tepartment.of EdUcation. KEEP projects and activities involve

many aspects of the educational process, including teacher training,'

curriculum development, and child motivation, language, and cognition.

More detailed descriptiOns.of KEEP' history and operations are presented

An:Technical Reports #1-4.

4B,



Muth:Of.KEEP's//effort fn research; laS beenin th area.of reading: There

are several reasons forHthis: _First, success in reading helps to ensure success

in 84areas.of school endeavor. Conversely, failure tol'arn to read'usually

piiinals failure in school.' Focusing on effidient. ways of t aching reading was

16portant, regardless O f what group of was st did: 'Second, the
--, , .

\

.

.. ,
low reading achievement in many of Hawaii'sTuhlfc schools ha `been .a matter of
. * .

..-

%
record tor A.a number of AdVertiser,A4ardh.; 19 , HOnOlulu

L

Vtar-BUlletin and Advertdser,' May 13, 1973). AChievement score= in reading. in

i

17-.the:publIc scbOolS.as, a whole fall below national norms, and flirt ermore, the

'16west scbres%of all are found in schools in Kalihi and parta o nral. Oahu and

,- ;
'V' . '.r

L
'the NaghTOr Island A. Although there are large:numbers of 'part -Ha aiian children

/A
.

in these-,areasp e problem is better construed a one of socio -eco omic status,
-,- :'

iather. than f ethnicity al6e. J

The existence of a reading problem was already recognized when EP .first,

began .its%iiiievitipns in 1971, and,still continues to be a matter of concern
0

throughout the Stated(Honolulu Advertiser, January 28 and 29, 1976). lnkeeping

.with,ehis concern, the goal oe all our efforts in this field continues o be to

help all of our students reach level in- reading, although

realize they must acquire a far greater number of skills in one 61.40o years

4 school than middle-class children of the same age in order to do so.



I

Our approach to reading research.has:been proCess oriented, rather than

product:oriented. Specifically, our commitment has been to the empirical

examination'of problems in reading, with the goal of gaining a bgtter under-

ofthe variables affecting the child's reading achievement.' Our

'commitment to this proCeas has'..guided our inveatigatiOns. Be6use'this is
14 .

Our focuS,'w deleyed'OUr development of- a- curriculum package;\ and we did..

not, try to -prove the.meritaof any preselected7prOgram.'Anstead we-have

explored many different theories relating to beginning rending instruction

and tried to incorporate ideas from different sO4rCes..

This report will summarize KEEP's work in reading research by examining
,

.
j. . .

, s
.

studies in four major areas, each of which has aAil Major effect onreading
..

achievement. These areas are:

7

1) student industripUlness,

?)
readiness,

3) learning of sound-symbol relationships,a

4) language, specifically dialect interference.

Finally, the new reading curriculum which has grown out of these investigations

will be described and directions for future,w rk will be discussed.

Student Industriousness'

the KEEP students' reading achieveMent cld be increased, the

sources ,of difficulty ad to be pifipointed. Island educators frequently mn-
L

tioned motivation as major problem (see Technical ifeport #1)., This idea

can be el Vprated as foliowSt- Unlike many middle-Class children, the dis-

ad-Vantaed,pqrt-fiaw Tian student does not come from a ,background where schdbl

Thus, the part-Ilawaiian c ild does not learnachievement is highly:valued.:

)read:as well'as:his middle-class peers because this t peof accOmplishment.
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As not-as important to him; he. lacks the motivation to apply himself to learn-

ing

r '

to read: In our opinion; this idea did not assume a deficit;_but only iii -*

plied *fference'. .P4t.4Mawaiianchildren, could learn to work at reading as

well as(9er childreai,..if they were Properly motivated to do so,.(GaIliMore,_,..

Boggs,; and Ardan, 1974; Technical RePort.#2).

Although a lack" -of motivation, that is, a lack of.industriousness, is a

,

concept'thany Eawaii.educators use to explain the academicodiffIcUlties of

Hawaiian-tAmeriCan.youth,-studies'of Hawaiian-,AMeritan Culture and behavior

-.suggest

, ,

the problem iS, more complicated than a simple deficien motives..

GallImore, Boggs, and Jordan (1974) concluded that Hawaiian-AMer can:youth.are

, .1

no lesapotivated to work in. general than 'any other groUp; rirtn.
-1
ir view the

, ,

problem was conceivea as conflict at the interface of cultures.' ,,4For many

f , ':

Hawaiian4merican children the p"Aic school classroom reflects culture

ql

quite different from that in each_theY are raised, The lack dOit leads to

problems which,May-make-itapptar that a. chi1d.ia- nqt diligent,pallimore

reviewed a number of studies showing that adjustments in the clAaarooM,caP

produce immediate and Substantial increases in Hawaiian industrfdusness and

attentiveness. They concluded from theseAata that it was inaccurate to

describe Hawaiian-Americans as unmotivated in general; rather y .are not

motivated in some situations. In any eventk it is. clearly more :practical to

train teachers to makethese adjustments than it is to blame th4j.child or

the. culture for academic underachievement.

-

The KEEP approach was based on, the assumption that, effective classroom
1

manAgement is the best strategy for enhancing motivation'- .- what.'we call the

.deVelopment of- industriousness.

It had previously been fOund that increasing motivation,for children to

learn to read had many positiveeffects on, increasing attention-to work-and

,'



°OR achievement ( Staats, 1968)1 Studies in t s area applied.techniqueS and

princip&es of behavioral an4yaistsuch as.-those that have most popularly been

advOcated.by Skinner (fo1 examile,: Holland and Skinner,' 1961).. One applica-

tiOn of this technique to, develop acadetic skills in children was described by

Staats x(1968). The process has two.major steps, the first; a step -by -step'

analysis, of the component skills. in the reading task, a he second, sySte-,

=tic reinforcement of the child's correct responkes. Using thins type of ap-

proach, Staats found that students of varying ages and backgrounds, from pre7

schoolers ( Staats, Minke, Finley, Wolf, and Brooks, 1964) to a juvenile '

: <
delrquene.(Staats and Butterfield, 1965) made dramatic increases in reading

4. . . . .

achievement. While Staats' work involved ,the tutoring of individual students,

other investigators worked in the classroom with students' regular teachers.

MacDonald and Gallimore (1971) reported StudieS of two classes of children,

in local schools who sited improvement in.reading behavior as a result of
4'

increasing their industriousness. In tkDonald's studies, measures of student

attention to the task at hand were used to chart progress.

The strategy, then, was to see if 'the KEEP stud4nts could be brought

'close to grade level in reading by increasing their motivation., While the

convincing results of work in behavior modification' nfluenced the developL

ment of.thiS strategy, our approach represented broader.l.iiew of the problem.

We were not only interested ithe effects of positive reihforcementon the

children's behavior, but in the relationship of specific behaviors to reading

-*
achievement and in the content of the reading curriculum itself,

Industriousness was Measured.by direct observation of on-task behavior,

or how much the students were engaged in approriate.ac 'ate of on-task

.behavior has been found to be h elated with academic chievement,,

both at KAP and in other settings. It is easy to see'why thi should be



the case. A-studvt who is on-task, and pdying attention, is tore likely .to

b.
benefit from the tekiher's instructiOns ana,td_COmPlete asOlignMents. This

stuaent will learn more 'and be a higher.pchievef than an inattentive student

who beginb with the sane level of ability.
1 ,

Lam, kidoguchi, Gallimore, Tharp, and Speidel (see Tecnical Report #6)'
-

examined the relationships.between,the mean observed on1/4task behavior rates

7 and various measure ,solo -et

of correct tlassroom work for cl

4 #

otiC'standing, I.Q., achieement, and rates
.

dUring

.

its kindergarten year.' There

wab_a significant'correlation between on-task'and-number. -of pages correctly

4.
completed in learning-centetW6=761). Children who mere,ow-task, higher

i,

;
./.

percentage, of the time.wete able later to coMpletefOre Wouk than chIldren

with lower rates of, on -task. The most ijaportant findi;it' was a significant'

correlation between or -task behaviorfand-dhange.in T.Q. for',the 11 children

who entered school with I.Q.;--below 90 (r--.7 ). Similar-results were reported,

by Samuels and Turnute (1974), who, found a significant correlation between
/

attention and scores on a word recognition test for their first'gradeubjects,
.

These. findings emphasize the important, of.increasing rate of attention, par..-

. -

titularly for those children who begin kindergarten with_few School-relevent

skill Not

This approach. to motivation or industriousness was first used with Class

inthe fall of 1973, when they were entering first grade (see Technical Repoyt

126), and was extended for user with Class II beginning in the spring of 1974

(see Technical Report 1142). The plan involved the use of a conventional basal

reader programIn combination with the best motivational practices that would

be easily transferred to a public school classroom (see Technical Report 1133).

All KEEP teachers developed skill In these practices through an extensive

Staff training program in behavior analysis, which was,designed to raise the



:children's motivation to learn
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mall academic areas. In additiop, for the

readink.program only, a spec a weekly. "teading
1

party'' wae hel4o reward,the.

-children.who.Showed increased incentive to learn to read. The. results would

thus indicate whether or not the'children's reading achievement could be

bollteted by increasing their motivation.

A second, equally important aspect qf this plan was-he detailedtecord-i

ing of the children'S mastery of objectives within the curriculum. Records
\s

Mere kept of how many days of..instruction were necessary before 4-child a.c.?1-...-

, -1,ak ',7, , : ,-.

ig
quired each, new.skill. .`This procedure ade'it.possible to iaentify,1%-oblem.-.

''.7: :-';' :' : f e
,

areas 'within the see':.sectio orithelea

relatiofiehip8),'
.

, .14
'

(

Theprogtim was very successful in matntaining the children's industrious-*

.. .

ness at a high level. Ev &ince provided /.by t

, q . .
r . ..

.,,shO4161:tpatthe.thildren W .e- highly attentive a

. '3 ' ,
I. ..!F of apPrOprlate4schoOl behavior-inoreading class. nfOrm0 observatiOns by

01
.16 : .... :-.f.

. ..- . ,

.,teachers and-,resear assistantA
e
confirmed' this findipg41 'The children wetie:'

`--, . 4 ,-_,
. 1

',. .

,

:observed.to be very_ eager to _perfOrm welLin:readifigAlass., They,,focused on

the teacher their reading bookS.and were anxiies.

task (attentional) delta

deMonstrated A high degiee

becalled.upbn to give
. .-:-,

, j'. , A:.
.k.

.-ansWerp.Or read aloud.. Even the'slower learners were well acquainted' with

.detailsipEthe procedure Wwhich they could earn the privilege of attending
.

.,
,

the reading party. 'NIhe children all 'showed a great' deal of:pleastrei and
.

. --
pride, when they receii)'ed reading pa ty invitations. While it cannot be

-,6.

-claimed that each and every child was well motivated in reading at all moments,

,

the system-describePwas observed to be /immediately 'effe'ctive with the vast
..

majority of children, and tiventually to liaVe a motivating effect-on,evety
*

student (Technical A.ports #26 andip.2)
N.4

Still, the children's scores on a standardised test o
6

reading achie vement,

'

a



=

" I.
>, 7-\

the .Gates-MacGinitie, yiefeAar:13hlo grace level in May, :despite the fadt
1#

0

that they had5r1100 steady pkogress 11 .year.-.%:Thdrewas aih'gh and signifi-

. .
cant correlatior.befween chieAkMent'teost .scores' and number

. 2

basal rfadeT

.

)which
.. :'

Ivesipassed,which.sOggetedthat Accelerating.the childents'ptogreagi
F. .

. .e. .
( - . :

,---
..

.-

. , .,..-. . , ,)1_1
re . f4..

thbugh tfie reading program would boast achievement (see Techni art #20....... - ,

. r t

Token Reinforcement.-Studies'::
. .. .,,,

i Ai,

.

Irip addI4on thifs latttetr. a study, fwo shorter studies 4f iddlionce
, .

.. ,
.

,... i4 !, v -...:. , . .. ,. , .

were conducted; using,th children in'the'lowest'reading-group..4 m7ClasS I
...

. _ .

d-
II

as subects--: These \studies made'poSSible a.fine7grarj' J. .

analysis of

,---the'"t410Cts'of motIvation on read ng achievement.. 'They eddressed'the question

\f' ,

. . a. .. : .'

'_,Of how Much'iiaore'the learning of these pciol: readers: could be augmented through

...) / a=3 , ,. ,1 c- -
.. '.

I :.,

the use of methods designed.to'Increase.'Meir motivation. Comperisons were

t-made,of.:the.:.thildren's*.,learning of's,gund-symbol
Te141-Orlahilis'and'siOlf wards

=,

,/
under coliditionsof to

enWetsuSono-tokeli reinforcement (see TechniCal Re-

-. . 4' -,-

port W014. Cq trary t*P.ectation. s , neit h er - t udy ,shaWed differencBs in

' , ,

.,.

learnin Uncles the nditions%

'4.:
l', '..

gener4ily supportthe.basa reader study... KEEP. students ,

4 k .,

. .-

have reced agreat deal of verbal praiSeand privileges cOkiiigent tn,

..,"
., . .

These. fi

attending and correct responding, and Qan genetalizexertain appropriate class -

1' ..- 1

room behaviors to other similar settings. Apparently, a'conlehtrated program

., .

. : ., :

.

of. reinfOrcement practices need not' continue indefinitely. ,.,A

.. ,

...

. .

,,Discussion .. ,.
.

1

...

.. ., .*-'
,

on the readingIncetasing motivation to work can
. ,...

, performance of disadvantaged, p art-Aawaian

have dramatic

studentd,

effects

Ode Technical

Report Oa )"%HoWever, even in a setting like the KEEP 'school, where.the
l.

,.
children's industriousness wzs maintainedvat.a high leVel,,grade. 1eVel reading

achievement still was" not reached- Report' /116)- There no
4 "

10..
,
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r

doubt that inc

but)nojto.:

token reif

'a

.thntivtion to wOtk-does improve. reading performance,

(11.d..not imp

:Therefore,

OirdAsee Technical .Report 6): Even the use Of,

emara very pOwerful procedure-toV nefase ii4dustriousness,'
-

ode thel.aildren's-pertormance when they had readhed.this level%

low eade evel.reading achievement by disadvantdged,.parf,

.11awailan children could no, longer e viewed .as resu ipg from lack: -of' diligence

alone.

.

. _

Investigation of other va iables-4,7as needed to further improve
, ?

ChildrerOs readitik achieNtement.
,

Reading donsultatioR

Because,th&REEP students regularly recei4e praise and other. formtof

f.

contingent reinfatcement,, they have reached nearly. the maxiMumLievel of
.'' . . .

attentional behavior that can be expected of them. Therefore, the importance Am
,

to readlg achievement. of practices which maintain high levels of student.

..

motivatio ,4is better seen in KEEP's consnitation'projects with.tbe public

,
schoo s thsVn the. KEEP classrooms. In one project; consultadts.designed an

inter niion to accelerate the Yearning of sound-symbol relationships by
1'

poor -readers,. kindergarten, first, and second graters) in a, Neighbor Islandr
-school"(84 Technical Report #51).

devised at KEEP in pombination,with systematiF reinforcement, in he form of,

verbal and accessprA'se to coloring pages. The project was well
. ,

eceived

The intervention used teaching procedures

ementea by the.classroom.teacher. By the end of the study the
, .

experimettal4ionp had attained thp-same.lev 1 of,achievement in learning
.

sound-symbOIrelationg ips as another, group 'op' Children who were 'considered. .

, .

to
.

be prPgreseing well Furthermore, theirpten,,f correct responding in-:
, ,

4
, .

creased-significantly-over the three setsfofketters which were pres'ented.

These dramatic gains may in lai-ge part be attributed to improvemedt7in the

--"'" children's moiivation to work%



jti cOlouocpion widistudies on the effects of increasing motivation-,

invest iga0.0ts Waie also

. .

made in the aten_of reading readi ess. .any recent,

studies in reading readiness have focu ed.on the'sr4dial needs, of digadvan-,-

taged children, becaugetheSe:children do not enter.ethol

backgr; ound as. middle -clash children

1461.the,same:3:
, -

.

-.1. : '

(Deutsch,

Differenceietween Group
.

To gain, a more complete

- -kr

0.C.ture 9f Some`of the differences in readihg
' ,::

bk1110 bfiween enters EP students
I

,,.

Amodmiddle:4-clasS children A.the §Ame.:

. .

age,: Eill'individual r
,

test etas geNiiseil-and liministeed'tok'ihe Class III .,,.

. .

reading .

'411/"-- .s.

.44
kindeVls'rten;and tp'a kindergarten Clasnet a guhurban

to4hopl:. -The test:wag

,

.
c.

given to both grodOs when they had been in school less than a month..,Tt

_ .

-etter names, visualSpvered kn6141-e ge of f

knowledge of initial coneon4ht sounds:

alreadY *late competent in, the firSt ntioned,

discrimination of' letters and
,

ro

1,

Most of themidd e-olad children

ety areas me

Their mean score
. ,

:Teebeginningwas 14.03
tO develop skil3s in the third area.

car ect out of possible 42

ers as a group

In contrast, the Ttering KEEP

gatteU had 1111111 st no skill in any of these areas, es-shown .by

their, mean score of 4.82

lig "in ormation' must 11 interpreted with I doe hot mean the

KEEp gtuden s are.'ihhpreny less capable, only that thy do not have the

s.!

oPPAtunit
to develops, these reading skills before. they enter'S'Chool. The

. .5)

.differende.between the
.
midIlle-class students and ,the KEEP students denten-

.

v
.

_

stratss
the need fo'i: :schools to ,provide different."types,oFitraillinY fordif-,

ferent children. While
,., . '-,

many programs are 'likely to worlein,aridadleclass

schoot, thole that ere dikelf-to succeed withetu
dents such as thoPeA KEEP.

will be :very few, priMerilybecause:of'the Carefulfraining A-11 a large
-...

p
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ntine; of 'skills that musf be accomplished in a shOrt4eriod. time How--
p.,

ever, some readfiigprograms designe0or use with middle -class students might

pibve successful. if used with disaCliianiag4d-students at a later age.)

Development of the Readineas Program

=', Because ofAhese 'dIffe'rences between the KEEP-and middle-clas students,:
,

and becaude our goAl'wa8,:to:Olelpt-he KEU students reach grade -level reading

achievement at theearlieSt possible da/t the need to, implement an early'read-
- . . .

. .

ing program was clear.), Brzeinski andElledge (1972) in-a review pf 'studies
-...... - ,

J
in this area, concluded.. that thre mag. 'midi evidence to support the use 'of.

such larpgiams: 'Y

' As _part of the development'of aprogram-of early reading instruction,

each.succeedkng class.at.KEEP.Has..been placed in an increasingly accelerated

kindergarten readiness prOgram: The year long readiness program used with

Class 1-was imich,like that of the traditional kindergarten, although certain

reading readiness materials, including- those of Fairbanks and Robinson '(196H) and

Dubnoff (1969) were used.,' Class II has in a similar prbgram but with 'a

greater emphaSis on the development of attentionaland, work behaviors. This

preparation. allowed 'Class' II to.begfn a formal program of reading instruction

by the end of their first semester in kindergarten. In addition, certain

readiness activities for use with lower ability children were designed and

tested on some of these students (see Technical Report'#34).

Students in Class III experienced a more concentrated program of read-
,- /

iness than students in the precreding classes. The readinesS period for these

children lasted three months and emphasized attentional and work behaviors,

in addition to the expected academic skills. Finally, with Class IV, a two

month program of readiness was instituted. This new program formalized the use

of practice's that were shown to be elf4Ctive with the three other classes;
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particularly with Class III.

This readiness program assumes that the focus must be on the specific

behaviors that will enable the child to adjust quickly to school and prepare

him to meet the demands of learning to read. The strongest feature of this

program is that it has identified the many behaviors associated with school ad-

justment and attention to work and shown that it is possible to teach them. It

would no doubt be unnecessary to teach many of these behaviors in middle-class

*Ichools, but many'KEEP students clearly require and can benefit from specific

:instruction in these skills.

The readiness program, as incorporated into the new reading curriculum for

19751.76, is divided into three areas: self-help skills, academic skills, and

social skills. Examples of self-help skills are: use of a fork and spoon,

iesponsibility for personal belongings; -and-indepeaden_t_behaMiors such as,

locating appropriate materials. Academic skills include following directions;

copying; listening; discriminating between shapes, letters, and numbers; and

memorizing nursery rhymes and songs. These skills, like those. in self-help are

extremely specific and'concrete, for example: "being able to sit Still and

listen to instructions in a group fop at least five minutes."

.Social skills are,also included as an integral part,of the readiness program;

and again,' are stated in terms as specific and concrete as possible. Examples

of social skills are: the ability to use the terms "please," "thank you,"

"excuse me"; to share materials and equipment; toplay cooperatively; and to

cf,

make positive statements. about other people. The progress of each student is eval-

uated at the end of the first two twenty-day periods of instruction. Perfor-

mance on every objective-As checked'by individual and group testing or teacfmr

evaluation. A complete list of the objectiveS' in the readinesS program and

recommended teaching techniques is available.
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Effect on Reading Achievement

The development of a more effective Teadiness curriculum made it possible

for formal reading instruction to be introduced at successively earlier times

for each KEEP class. The combined effects, of the readiness program and begin-

ning reading instruction earlier have unquestionably been a major factor in

the improvement in reading achievement between ClasS I and Class II, Class II

and Class III, and very likely between Class III and Class IV. Class I began

learning to read at the traditional time, at the start of first grade: Class.

II began receiving instruction%t the beginning of their second,semester in

'kindergarteh, a gemester earlier than Class I. This second class reached

the same level of reading achievement after one and one-half years of reading

instruction that CIasS I reached after two years (see Technical Reports 136

make a more preciSe comparison of the achievement levels of KEEP

classes, differences in these groups, such as I.Q. scores 'as entering kinder,-

:gartehers must be considered. Examination of these variables is needed to

7det6rMine whether differences in performance can be attrICUted to changes in

.program or to previously existing differences between the groups.

1.0rexample, the reading achievement of Class II at the end of first grade

um0".higher than the reading achievement of Class I. However; if students in
°

Al
Mass II had entered KEEP with higher I.Q.s than students in Class I, the

difference in achievement might be, attributed to their being- more able group,

rather than to improvements in the reading progTam.

The table below shows the mean,total I.Q. (WPPSI) scores of each of the

four ,;classes as entering kindergait ners.. In fact, there was some fluctuation
(

. .

from. class to.class. However, the only significant difference in .Q.

iS:tietween Class II and Class IV (t(53)=-2.93, £.c.02).

1 5
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Table 1

I.Q. Scores of,Classes at Beginning

Mean Tota

of Kinderga Year

I N

Class I /
90 4

1
28

Ciiss II 83.81 28

91.32 28

Class. IV 95.74 27

57 -13.

.Metropolitan Readiness..Tests were also administered to the classes. at the

beginning ofFkindergarten. .
However,:the only scores. that can, be compared are

those of Class III arid'IV, because theSe two classes were tested within the

first two weeks of school, while Class r and II were tested later' in the

semester. Class III had a mean percentile rank of 7.91i-Class IV; a mean per=

centile rank of-7.62.

Because the four classes have differed somewhat in I.Q., if not in school
0

readiness. skills, analyses of covariance were petformed to compare achievement

levels between the classes. These analyses used entering kindergarten

(total'WPSI score) as the covariates.

7

The first analysis_ compared the reading achievement of Class I nd II.

The dependent variable was total score-on, the Gates-MacGinitie reading test::

administered at the end of first grade. This analysis showed that Class

despite having lower'I.Q. scores, performed at a Significantly.higher level

on this test (F=14.4, n124-, n228 , df=1/45, il.01; Gates mean standard com-

posite scorer Cljss I, Y=35.54, Class II, Y=39.61). The Positive effects of

the earlier start given Class II are evident; however,.the mean score of

Class II students on a standardized reading test at the end of the first

grade was still somewhat below grade level.

16'
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Class III, Which began reading instruction after only-three mdnths, in
.1

school, had acquired a greater number of re' ing Skills than Class I or Class Ic
,

. .

by theend of their kindergarten year.' Although nO-sttardized, ,reading test
. . -

.

is given in kindergarten, theirYear-end scores on the Metropolitan Readiness
. .

/
Test and California Test of 'Mental, Maturity showed that their achievement in

reading-relled skills was at an acceptable. level for their age, and for the

latter test, higher than the scores of the previous classes at that point (see

Technical Report #36).

The achievement levels of Class II and III were compared in an analysis of

covariance, using _total score on the Meaopolitan Readiness TestAadministered

_at the end of kinderdarten as the dependent variab1e and entering kindergarten

0

IQ as the covariate. The results showed jhat Class III scoredsignificantly,

higher on the Metropolitan than did ClasS II (F=4'.36, n1=25, n2=28, df=1/50,
.

jac.05;,adjusted means: Class II, V=51:14, Class III, Y= 56.34). 'Although the

results of criterion-referenced tests and teacher reports are the only data .cur-

rently available for Class IV, the present kindergarten class, it is most likely

that this class will reach an even higher level of achievement in reading that

Class III.

Discussion

Work with the four KEEP classes demonstrates that a structured, systetatic

program directly related to desired school behaviors can produce gains in

yp

reading during the kindergarten 'and first grade years. Although follow-up work .

Must be done to deterMine whether these gains can be sustained, further research

and curriculum development in, the reading readiness area is important. At pre-

sent,' more work in th? readiness area is projected in order to'strengthen and

broaden the curriculum. It is currently planned to add more objectives in the

areas of functional language and cognitive operations to the reading readiness

program. Many of the activities in the classroom are already designed to develop

1
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'..some of these skills;' but have not been put into-a formal rructure,
1

A similar approach was taken by Karnes, Hodgins, and Ipska (1968) who

caTpar'ed a 'traditional nursery school program with a stru4Ured'prOgram designed

to teach four year olds language and 'cognitive skills. Whgn the children
.

.11 ,tested in kindergarten).thd. experimental group showed a ,sig4ificantiy higher
4
leiiel'of achievement in both reading and numbers readiness. BiOnfenbrenner

.

''' 4
preschool prograMs,(1974) also concluded that systematic f4using on cognitive'

and language development were more effective than other kinds. of programs-,/

Learning of Sound-Symbol RelatioTishix

In addition to investigations in theI.e4diness atea, it was alsO necessary

to examine the content of the reading program ieSelf. While the basal.reader.

study was. designed primarily to keasure the effects of increased motivation-

on reading achievement, this same study alsn'.provided,a wealth of detailed
.

.

.
.. . .--.

.information on the rate at which various reading skills , were At Uired by

ptudentsin,Class I and II.. Children in both these classes hakl more difficulty

l'earning initial consonant sounds than any other skill. Twenty soUndlAimbol

relationships, all initial consonants, were to be learned by the children

.during their first year The.slowness with which these relationships were
. '

mastered probably accounted'for much of the lower achievement of these, children

in reading (see Technical Report #26).

Obviously, the problem is not one that is-specific to the KEEP students'

or only an artifact of the specific reading program used.. Thestudy of ways

of,accelerating beginning readers' learning of sound - symbol relationships

is of great importance in primary education in general, because the learning'

.

, of these.relationships, of "phonics," is the basis of many reading programs.

Furthiertore, the use of reading programs based on systematic phonics instruction
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has been widely accepted as one solution to he probl of; teaching t

r.

read,'WIth ChAll (19,03) being the most well known recent-alivoc teofthis position.

The learning of sound-symbol relationships may be viewed as,a,paired-

, -

associate task, in this case one in which the child is requifed to associate a
: c7, % .

F .

specific sound or honeme,such as /b/, with a letter or - grapheme, b. It, has

.
, o 4

been found that perf mance
_
on paired-associate tasks is correlated with ,school11A

,

'
, 1

achievement (Stevenson, Hale,. Klein, and Miller,',1968). -,-

/

Although there have 4n a number of, experiments investigating Variables

which influence children's learning inf fpaired-associate ,tasks (for example,'

Davidson, Perry, and Baker, 1974), variables which specifically affect tfleaq-

qUisition of sound-symbol reIati.tnShps by young, children have not been widely

investigated. More StudieS like that,'of ckerman (1973) whicbdealdirectly--

with variables affecting the learning of sound- symbol relationships,yi4,b
,

'needed twansWer)themany:questiona arising in this important area,. 'This'is

particularly,. true if Feldman, Johnson,:and

that- the processes involved- in p-effOrMamte

also in schoOl achievement, are not:Widely

Mast (1972) are correct in contending

0n7paIred-assootte_tasks ndperhaps
_ _ .

generalizable, and must be considered

in terms of speCA.fic tasks and the characteristics of different samples

children.\.

KEEP Studies on the Learning ofSound-Symbol Relationships

fkli students in Class III, as well as selected students in Class I and II;

received instruction through a number ofcontrolled studies to see if ways could

be found to accelerate the learning of sound-symbol relationships. This series of

largely umpublished studies explored'many different variables., 1,11 the first

13
I

6'
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study, the lettefs to be learned were ptesented,in constant, serial Order

to one group, and in a random orderto the other. IThe way in, Which t e letters

were pfesented,* in constant or random order, did,

either rate of learning or retention..

of make a dlfference"in

In second study; a comparison was made of pt lo diffe`reryt ways of

motivating the children. One group ecel,ved tokens'for'apswering correctly

while the Other",group did not. Again,. despite differences in reinforcement

pracednqs, no significant differencesin either learning or 'retention were

fpUnd between the two groups.

A third study in this ea comparekthe effects of small group instruc
1.

tion versus individual "instruction on the learning,pf .sound- symbol relation- 1

Subjects 'in the group condition learned faster than subjetts in

:the individual condition.on the first° two trials. Thereafter the learning
.

rates for the:two groupsremained the same. Becabse of, the initial differ-

ences. produced, subjects in, the group!Condition showed a' higher level of

performance overall (see TeChnical Report #47).

"Inaffinal study, sound-symbol relationships were,' Tear ed through

association with *a familiar word that also began.with'that sound. Thus,

. when shown the letter b, dne group learned first to 'say "Billy', /b /" in

order to establish pairing of the sOund And symbol.this experiment was not

completed because the subject's' pfeVious experience with learning sound-symbol

relationships apparently-)made it difficult for children in tho familiar Word*
t

condittion to learn thaassociations: This particular study shoUld be replicated

with a group of children with no pribr experience'in learning sound-symbol

relationships.

In addition, two studies conducted with preschool students also

ekplored better ways of teaching sound-symbol 'relationships. The'first
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study, the recall-recognition stUdy,' compared a recall illethod to o-a recognitibn
. .

method* in thirecall method the child was shown a letter and required to
,7%'

say the sound that was associated with it. Thus, the experimenter presented

the letter s, and
°

the child was taught to respond by saying /s/. In the

..recognition method, the child.was presented with an array of six letters and

the 4xperimentdr pro need the klund of one of.the letters. The child

t'he4was'requir poittb he letter corresponding to that sound,

4UHus, if the chi op heard the''experimenter say /s/, hd,was taught to point

to the letter S. .The results'sbowed no differences in learning betweeri

children whip, ere trained in the recall method and those trained in the

recogriition me hod.

6.
The second study, the re'ersal study, was a continuation of the first.

In this experimen4 children wbo had been trained in the recall method, as

described above,,,were given a posttest in which t1tey wete asked to perform

to
.) /

the recognitiontask. 'Similarly, children who had received recognfion.

1,, j , '

training were given a posttest in which they were asked perform the-r-ee'al-1

--tAsk-.- '11Ce-4ndings showed- that-children:db_have diffioulty in revegi
I
ng the

\

learned assoItions: Specifically, if a child has learned to respond by.

saying the correct sound for a given letter (recall), he will not always be

able to point to the correct letter'when presented with the sound (recogni-

tion). In the same way, children trained in the recognition task were not
?.

able to transfer their knowledge to the recall task. This finding has

implications for classroom teaching, 'leachers need to attend to the direc-

tions in 'Which they are teaching. associations between Sounds.and letters,

'whether by a recall method (sound to letter) or by a recognition 'method
e

(Vetter to sound), and are well advised to teach the associations in

both directions (see Technical Report #48).
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Discussion

The conclusions to be dra froM all these sLudies. is that,

57-19

despite the investigation of mAny different variables, an .entirely satis-

factory way of teaching sound - symbol relationships to the KEEP students was

not found, and learning of sound-symbol relationships continues to 'be

extremely dTicult for them

The practical implicatio'i of these,studies is that'the KEEP Students

should not b taught to read with a curriculum that relies-heavily on

s

the learning of sound-symbol relationships: The strategy currently being

-

developed starts.with the teaching of ords first through an experience
N

approach and by the whole word Method: When sound - symbol relationships,,

are taught, children who are experiencing AiffiCulty in learning them will..

not be held balk.
0 0

Rather, they will be allowed to progress arning

new words through,the sight methOdand in developing comprehension skills.

There, are several reasons for deemphaSizing phonics instruction,

particularly at the beginning levels.- Flrst, the KEEP students find it',,4'

inordinately difficult to learn sound-symbol relationships, as shownshy
. .

the---.TesuIts of- -the basal reader studyandother7studies=c-ited-ka-this--------

,

section. It is reasonable to assume that this difficulty results from'

the lace certai language and cognitive skills which are a necessary

basis for efficient learning of sound-symbol relationships. Unlike middle-

class students, the KEEP 'Students must develop man'y of these skills at school.

Generally there is not-sufficient'timelor this to happen before the learning

f sound-symbol relationships is required, when these occur in the very first

stages of the reading curriculum. The KEEP child finds this task extremely

difficult at this stage of his development: However, if these sound - symbol

are introduced later in the curriculum, after the child has

been in school long enough to have gained the necessary language and
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cognitive skills, :the same4tablem would not arise.
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Fortunately, the learning of wards through the sight or fthcrle word
. -

method is not nearlyas difficult fOr the KEEP students. Thus it is not

necessary to delaythe ,intrOduction of formal reading instruction if the

early steps in the curriculum call for the learning of sight vocabulary, and

not sorind7symbol relationships.

fully taught at this level.

Comprehension skills can also be sudcess-

J

e.

Our current hypOthesis for the recommended sequence of heginning reading
;,,

,

instructiOn, based on, the findings available at the present time, is as f owg:

First, the use of experience stories'to help the children develop concepts
A
of,-

- .

what reading is all about and to, acquire some sight vOcabulary. Second; the

introduction of basal 'readers or other materials with controlled vocabulary.

, ,

With both af.the above, a strong emphasis-on comprehension should be-maintained,.

Third, when adequate reading concepts, ,sight vocabulary, and comptehension are-

-developect,,the introduction of 'phonics can follow. Children who haVe superipr:,

skills in auditory digerOlinatiOn and processing could, of course;--,benefit ltbm

an earlier introduction to phonics. However, most children at KEEP do not fall

in this category.

A deemphasis on phonicS,is also supported by the work of Smith (1971)

and Thorndike (1973), which suggests that the -most importantCfabtor

.

successful reading is teaching children to think or reason:' T,hig-position

implies that the ladk of language and cognitive skills, or the ability .to

think or reason, is at the heartof the teadinvprobleM. KEEP's research in

this area supports this view, particularly with regard, to disadvantaged,i

minority group children. Further investigation of language and cognitive

skills shoUld lead not only to more efficient learning of sound-symbol

relationships'b t to bettet cbmpetende in all areas of reading skill.

2 3..
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Language and Dialect Intetfe'rence

r
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Findings in the areas of:Motivation, readiness, and'the learning of

`aeund-symb9rel tionships all suggest that investigations of.language shoUld ' .

.assufte,d high priori y. Perhar specific language problemS or differences

wer the cause of the' low reading achievement of students such

Dialect Interference Hypotheses

o6

One of the most widely accepted explanations that has
4'

. .../
account for the problems in learning to read Of-disadvantaged, minority group

:.
. .

. children stems-from the-faCt7that many of these - children are not native
0 -.

,

as, those at KEEP.

been proposed to

of Standar'd English but,grow up sp aking a nonstandard dialect.

that general dialect intelrence, that:ist confusion resulting.

between th1 child's dialect and Standard English, is a cause of

group child's low achieve in reading. Another.view is that

speakers.

One notion is

from difference6

*
the minority

ki
there is specific

:interference, and that th se svrces of interference at the phonological,

6
syntactic,io semanticev is can be Identified. While there mayibe a great

,

deAlt of overlap between two English language systems, there are also important

ways in which the two differ. For example, Baratze (196)) cites differences in',

the; distribution of phonemes and in syntactic Ades between Black English,and

Standard English. She expresses the belief that such differences cause the

blaCk.child.difficulty in learning to read fp:mi.:Standard English te,teS.

Like black and Chicano children; the KEEP students are native,speakers of

a,dialect, in this case Hawaii Creole. As with Black English, Hawaii Creole

has been the subject of linguistic.:research and also has been shown to be a

complex and itderly language (Bickertdn, 1975),. Many of the ways

which Creole differs from Standard EngItsb have

.;

Peet, 1974), and it seemed reasonable to expect

in

been pinpointed (for example,

that these differences
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. could, 1nferfere with the KEEP.a4udents' yearning to read,

Neeoi\for Standard English COMpOtenC e. In
).
examining.thetlassroom situa-

tion at KEEP

Must have

read.

schbois, 'is obvious,that the child

some level of. Competp4t.3n Standard Englisp,in order tci-leatAiltd
. ;

AlthoWgh\most of the KEEP teachers wera.'born and raised in Hawaii nd.

,

can speak .Creole themselyes,. theyAvays instruct in Standard ,Etglish. The
,

,

; t,--

° o

. children are r d stories wmitten:in,Standard Englishhey 'listen to tapes

in Standard English; and they Wptchtandardg.rigliSh to 16V,ision programs
. .

When they are askecito read, it is frOm Standard English- .textbooks... While'
\ -

r it is always been theepraotica at KEEP .for teachers torsaccept a.child'

.language regardless of dia c t (teachers do not 7Aprrecta child's speech),

J.

it is clear that the learning environment repires knowledge: of Standard

English.

,:Phonological Interference. One test of the theory t;1.-,,specific dialect

.interference was at the phonological level. Perhaps misunderstanding was

caused 13xthe KEEP atudents' failure to discriminate ter/tain Standard English

,

Phonemes. An example is fheqi/ and /iy/ phonemes, as contrasted in the

words P1-11 and Reel, two words which a speaker of Hawaii Creole might pronounce

in the same way, as /piy1/. Smith (19(19) stated that confusion would be

'likely to .result if the phOnemes of two dialects were '6q different that

a listener experienced great difficulty. in classifying what he was hearing in

irLz
'-terms 0-.c I-J-s: own phoneme inventory. He hypothesized that this might.he the

case in a Miami high school, where white teachers were askedto administer

a phoneme disctimtnation test to their hlack.students.- Smith interpreted the

students' mediaO:goore of 66% correct as. an indication that many were unable

.-to discriminate one-third of the sounds spoken by their teachers..
-



The search for interference At- the"honologicai ievei involved testing

a sample of Creole-speaking IqElstudents,.on word pains, Such three and,
.

,

trees
. .

t would be cOn
,

frasted by 'SPeaker.of'Standard.EngIiSh but not

by

they, di of make- Such discriMinationS.,)OloweVer,When ihte children Lere
0

. .Creole sbaoker_ 40 the basis:of e
e that

, - the childreWsopeech,.it- apPeer fit

edrt 0 listen to a ta'pe and to
/'
.ndicate if thepOrds were

ihe',eaPls or different,.only five discriminations
were.notImade by three

.'1'
'More'° f the'4 .ight'ehildren. They 'apparently recognized differences in,

t4, vast majority of word 'pairs, 4SPite the fact tyg their ,-spea h' clid4, not

r fler t4se.diseriminations.' However; ,,,a small number of contrasts

apparently do exist; and relationshipO ,.

:4 .
Problem

, ..-,

have been found betWeen KEEP first

graders' inability to make these discriMinations and,.t-heir scores on the Metro-
,. '.

p6litan'Rea Aes,s Testa
., ,

(see Technical. Report #64). More work, it this area:t

or

1

Currently being conduCted'..

AnorherTranslation H otheSfS way; which dlalect mighr. interfere

(1969).

.

,.with 00,
. s learning "to read was desCribed by

.- ..

l'9tz" She
Idten(

p-
,

.

. .

hypothesized. that the black diaIeCt-speaking chil'd-went. thrOugh two steps in
,

the reading process, firs,t,_ded'oding the written words,ond second, unlike

.

the Odle-class child "translating" .these words int his own dialect. Such

a two stage Process- clearly learning to read.

and Tuner (19'71) elso
.

suggested thaCBlatki

Ampede theChild'S

speakers used adialect trans-

Hall

latio0.Pr oces; .lithough they described this process as "automatic" and not.

as agouree (=f

Johnson (1975) presented examples of reading responses which would-
.

,

shoW dialect 'shift by- lilack students. :While the child's response would

.A ..
.

differ from th exact wording theStandard English text, based on a. .

V

, .
, cowl

. ..

owledg ..shown that he Wawtranslatinge orf?lack Englih dialect' it
. j

. .

I
... ,

.

.

..,
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the text into'dialect with:no.loss of comprehension, Johnson used the following'

Is an example of a multiple ,dialect shift: The-text is given-a "He is.

not' smart;" which the black child might read as "He ain't no smart," In

10:-this example the verb is is omitted,'ain't is Sa-Stituted_fr..not, and no

is inserted. However, all of these changes are made in accordance with the

structure of Black dialect and no loss of comprehension occurs.

Test for Creole Substitutons",_.Aapecialoral reading test was designed.

to test` that is, to ,discover if KEEP second .graders
-MA,

,

would make'substitutions or other reading errors showing dialect shift ai _

the poiiit at whichhe text contained Standard English features which were

represented differently- in Creole (unpublished study). The children's basal

texts were first examined,.and sentences which might pose a problem were

selected and rated on a three point scale, according to the amount of

diffiCulty the feature in the sentence was likely to,present. Sentences

used'in the study incorporated these problem features; and were similar to

those in the texts. The actual sentences which appeared in the text were

not presented- because- it was believed that the children might have memorized'

some of them. Differences examined were at the phonological,. morphological

syntactic, and. semantic levels. Surprisingly,.it was found thatjthe children

made no Creole substitutions, with the:possible exception of certain

phonological ones; However, these were very few and could not be reliably

scored. Furthermore, the children did not make significantly more errors at

the higher difficulty levels than at the lower ones. Neither did any

particular item consistently cause the children to hesitate or err in any

observable way;

Comprehension of Standard English. It has also been suggested that Ala-

lect interference might be operating at the level of comprehension. Perhaps

-.27
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dialeCt-speaking children .do not. learn to read as quickly.asAtandard English

speakers because they are not able to understand the contentiof the texts

they are beintLasked tolead.. This. - .would occur largely becauSe of the

mismatch between the set of syntactic rules expressed in the child's

textbooks and those of his- own dialect (Baratz, 1969) :

This idea Was.tested A KEEP at the level of listening comprehension

(see-lechnical Report 1153), since it was decided that having the children read',,

Creole texts, something they had never done before, would' constitute an unfair
T

feet. Stories:Were selected from the SRA Reading LabOra-faij'aildtah-ed-4tcrording----4---
na

to level of difficulty and content. Children in bOth Class I and Class II

participated in the study. They listened to one set of three stories. in

Hawaii Creole and one set in Standard English. Following each story,the.

children were asked to answer fi$e questions. The measure of comprehension

was total number of questions answered correctly. It had been anticipated

that the children would be able to answer correctly Many more questions.'

about, the Creole stories than the Standard English.. stories. However, -the'

study showed no difference in the number of correct responses to the two

sets of stories. Apparently, the children ere able to understand the Stan-

lard English stories as well as the Creole ones. Thus, it is reasonable

to assume that they understand their. Standard Englitexts as well as

they would similar text written in Creole.

A similar finding was repqted in a study of Hawaiian fifth grade Hawaii

Creole speakers. CiboroWski and Choy (1974) compared Creole speakers and

Standard English speakers in terms of their ability to recall items from

stories in Creole and Standard English. Again, the two groups did not

differ except in the poorer performance of Standard English speakers on

the dialect stories..
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'Evidence,from KEEP .students' results on the Standard English Repetition

(SERT) and Hawaii CreOle EngliSh Repetition Test (HCERT) als&supports the

is that they are competent in both Standard English and Creo).e. Both the

AERT and the HCERT were administered to Class III in the fall and spring of

eir kindergarten year. There were ficant correlations between

ntenceS repeated correctly on the two tests (fall: r=.51,df=26, 2X.01;

spring df=26, 2,.01). In general; theAata,show that student's who:-.

rare competent in one code are also competent inthe other. 'Apparently,

tawny of the KEEP students are already bidialectal *hen they enter school.

1

%

This finding is supported by the work of Feldman, Wertsch, Stone, Snd FilziCh

(1975), who also used ea form of ,dthe SERT in studying the Standard English stir

Creole competence of high school students in Ka'u, Hawaii. They found that

subjects repetition scores on SE items were significantly corretated with

their scores on HC items.

Other investigators have reported comparable results in studies with

black children. Peisach (1965) conducted a study to find out how successfully

information was communicated between tevchers and children of different
o.

races and socio-economic status, including disadvantaged black students. A

cloze-procedure...NAA_ used:in which,students saIRPlied the missing words in

sentences serving as examples of the speech of different ,social groups.

Surprisingly, Peisach found almost no differences between the performance of-

black and white children, at both the first and fifth grade levels.

Weener (1969), collected language samples from middle-clasd white and

lower-class black adults and used these samples as stimulUs materials. The

samples were read as word lists to groups of-first grade blaA students and

white students. The black'children did not recall significantly more from

29



the lists read to them by adults in their own dialect than from lists read

by adults in a different dialect. Wegner concluded that at least some

dialect- speaking children learn to understand Standard English at a very

young age. Nolen -(1972) test d second- and foUrth grade black and white

children of low sociO-Enonomic Ackground on materials written in Standard
.

English, and Black dialect. Subjects read the selections and then wrote

.
answers to questions., At the second-grade level, none of the'ComparisOns

...
.

.4.,- J
between performande of black-and white students attained significance;.

However, WhitestudentS in the fourth grade outscored blacks on both the

two dialect reading passages and on the Standard English passage. Of most
7

.

--44t.tepasti,pexhaps-,Was-,;the finding that the ability of the subjects to

answer questions was not effected by the.dialect in which the passae was

written.

Proposed Solutions. The main findings in this line of research

suggest that two of the most pqpular solutiOnd to the problem of teaching

dialect speakers to, read are, inappropriate. Neither of these proposed

answers (dialect readers, or Standard English drill),-i6 supported by research
o ..,C4

at KEEP.

The use of dialect readers had been n-prop4Sed as one solution to the

problem o-f--teaching_..hlack_children,,_to read (Baratz, '1969; Wolfram, 1970)

The results of research with the KEEP children indicate that teaching

Hawaii Creole speakers to read°With Creole texts would probably make no

difference at all. Since the KEEP students are bidialectal and can

comprehend Standard English as well as Hawaii Creole, the use of Standard

,English texts cannot be a major

Although support for the use of

(Somervill, 1975), the findings

cause of their difficulties in reading.

dialect readers by black students continues.

at. KEEP point out the importance of careful

30
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empirical work in this field, Linguistic research can reveaLthe.ruleshy

*which a'dialect is zoverned and, can show how.these rules differ'from those, Of
.

Standard English.. However, the existence of such differences dos,not

mean that they. automatically interfere with the child's learning to read.

Clearly, the KEEP students do not need practiCe in Standard E glish

forms in order to prepare for reading,- beCause themajority are bidialectal

1*.cor already competent in Standard English,when they enter kindergarten.

SOmerviWs (1975) review of studies examining the.effect upon reading

achleVement of programs designed to improve children's capabilities in.

Standard English also shows that there is no evidence to support such an

.approach. Howeyethe_pragIAce of general. functional language skills, which

are not specific.to'any dialect or to Standard Enlgish, may well have a

positive influence on reading achievement.

Importance of General Language Ability. While it is-almost certain

that dialect in itself is not a source of difficulty at the beginning

reading levels, the general language ability of the KEEP students and its

relationship to learning to read has become a major. issue. In language

research, the d4rection now being taken at KEEP is away frOm an investigation

of dialect interference and toward an exRloration of aspects of language

facility and functional language which are independent of dialect.

The importance -of-certaln-languageabilities.tP, first grade reading

-achievement was shown by Bougere (1969). While none of the oral language

measures used in her study accounted for as much of the variance' in

achievement as did, the Metropolitan Readiness Test, the addition of certain

language measures significantly increased the predictive value of the

Metropolitan. The.two most important language measures for predicting

word recognition achievement were oral vocabulary range and oral vocabulary
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diversity,- while average length of T.-unit (sentence including..pne or more.

clauses) was the language measure most.highly related to comprehension

achieVement.

New Directions in Language. Research

While KEEP's work in this area has only just begun, it is a ady apparent

that continuing language research offers.much promise for improving reading

achievement. The issues are extremely compleX, since it is impossible to deal

1

with language development without considering underlying cognitiVe structures.

Some relationships between mothers' use of languageand school achievement

were shown in a study by Jordan (see Technical Report 961). -The mothers of

KEEP students participated in this study, which examined the content of mother7-

child-interac.tipnk, The_experimenter presented the mother and child with a

task which had to be Aliformed by both working together. Amounts of' verbal',

predominatly verbal, predominatly nonverbal, and nonverbal directions"by the

mother were measured.' The results showed a significant positive correlation

between, amount of verbal and predominantly verbal directions and the child-

ren's WPPSI scores as entering kindergarteners. Because I.Q. is a:good predic-

tor.dEschool achievement, it was suggested that those children who grow up

in an-environment where they can become accustomed to learning through verbal

direction develop more school-relevant abilities prior to entering kindergarten.

_ _These_abilities_make,it easier for them to learn in the school environment,

Where verbal direction is the dominant mode of instruction.
-

Au (see Technical Report #50) conducted a study of the oral reading errors

of 15 KEEP second graders, aimed at identifying' reading strat.epes used by both

poor and good readers (poor and good as determined by scores on the Gates-

MacGinitie Reading Test). All subjects read the same stories, and tapes of

the children's reading were scored by two judges. Errors were placed in

32
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Categories grouped adcor46 to whether they showed use of context only, use

of visual-phonic. InformationOnly, bOth, of neither. Using these categories,it

4:
was poSsible to determleif certain patterns of errors could be associated

with higher or lower reading achieVement'and)the extent to which the children

A
used visual -pric or context cues. Errors were analyzed both in terms of

number and percent of:error6 in any one category.

Poor and400d readers did show different patterns of errors Poor readers

tended to rely on visual-phonic.cues and made significantly more partial identity

substitutions and 'omissions than did good readers. However, the point at

which they differed the most was in percent of self-correcilOns, with good

readers frequently correcting their own mistakes and poor readers doing so-

only rarely. When the error categori:es, were diVided into two groups, one
! ".

-including-tbose:Lshowing-use-of-contextLand-bne including those showing use

of visual-phonic information, good readers were found to us, COntext in 71.52%

of their errors, poor readers in only 37.58% of their errors. The KEEP

students as a group appear to be less proficient in use of context than chil-

d who have been the subjects in similar studies in both the mainland U.S.

(Weber, 1970) and New Zealand (Clay, 1968).

It Appears that the KEEP students do not approach reading as a language

task. They do not use fluency in language'to aid them in reading, and do not

ha, the idea that trying to solve a problem in reading can be approached by

\ Pilot studies are also helping to define the problems in the language

area more clearly. For example, it might have been thought, that the children

Wetejargely nonverbal. The results of an unpublished study with a group of

KEEP kindergarteners who were sel ed on the basis of low language ability

tiOwever, showed that the children are lly capable of making appropriate

rt,



stateMents7ona given topic.
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r study with first and second graders,-

all with low scores on both the SERT and HCERT,
. showed similar results (see

Technical Report #59):. Childre n both studies proved that the KEEP students,

even those with the lowest scores, on tests of language competence, are able
.

to produce many, statements given the proper setting. Himilar findings have

been reported byLabov (1966)- inhis work with black children..

Many-other-questiona remain to be ansWered:''Although theKEEP students

,:are bidialectal, they differ from middle -class students in overall language,

, ..
I

facility and ability to use language, regardlessof dialect. It is important

to know how the speectiof the KEEP studentscompares to the speech of middle-

-claSs students .of.the same age, particularly in terms of'specific measures

which havebeen.found to relatefto reading achievement, such as:those used in
.. ._

Bougere's (1969) investigation. Further investigation is also needed tp deter-

mine.whether the KEEP students are able to use language to help them gain in

formation in a variety of settings. For example, a Child should be able to ask

queStiOns when h 'does notITAerstand the teacher's instructions. The ultimate

'goal of this type of research is to learn about the relative importance of

various aspects of language facility and functional language in order to develop

curricula and teaching methods to, promote the. achievement of disadvantag

part-Hawaiian studenes, particularly in reading.

Research in Cognitive Processes-

Closely related to work-in language and its functions is the study of cog-

`nitive processas. Two studies in this area 'have been completed to date, both

With implications for the teaching of reading.

Gallimore, Lam, and Speidel.(see-Technical Report #31) `.conducted a study with

(
,KEEP kindergarteners which compared subjects' recalIcf.shape'names under three

.0,
.

training conditions. The first condition, Associative elaboration, was based

on the work of Rohwer 01911) and used stories about everyday events, in which

34
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.ths2shape names were linked with common objects (for example, crescent2slide

of watermelon). In the second condition, rehearsal, which was derived from

?levell, Beach, and-chinsky (1966), the subjects traced and verbalized the shape

name, and then continued to repeat the name until the next shape appearecfron.

he'screen. In the third, or.control, condition,tbe subjeCts simply traced each

.shape and. repeated its name. The groups did not differ in number of.shaPes

named correctly off an immediate posttest, HotAver, Subjects ih ihe elaboration

:emnditiOn did recall significantly, more items on the one-week posttest, . .The

results suggest that the school performance of these children can.be enhanced
?

by use of procedures like elaboration, which apparently serve to activate cog -

nitive processes.

Speidel, Hao,' and GalliMore (see Technical Report #37) trained a group of

KEEP kindergarteners to label the dist ctive feaeUres'of letter-like symbols.

For example, the.Oildren;were taught 'is_ baS.,a, t and

this one.has a line on the bottom." The control group received no training,:

The two groups were given a first posttest.by an experimenter who had no know'-:

ledge of'the training given to the subjects. There was no difference in the

performance of the two on this posttest-. 'The subjects were then giVen
; f

,

another. test by the teach r Whi; had trained the experimental group, but, again;

no differences were foundi. Finally, the trainer gave all the experimental Sub-
gie

.jects a no-feedback renew session with.the same stimuli that:h d been used in

4 \
training, followed immediately by the test stimuli. -This time the experimental

group shovied a.eignifiCan increasein perforMance, compared to both theit:oWn_____

previous performancse and ro the performance of the control group. The authors

discussed thtresults in terms of Flavell et al. (1966) .production deficiency

hypothesis. This hypothesis states that children.pass thrOugh a developmental

stage in which they do not spontaneously use certain symbolic or cognitive
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mediation skill's, although they do possess them, The findings of this Study,

suggest that teaching of.concePta should be:done in a variety of contexts,

such as using different methods for presenting the stimuli, havidg instruction.

by different teachers, and studying the material in different subject areas.

These variations should produce generalizgtion of training. It is also apparent

..froM the results of this study that a child's performance on a test may not pro- .

'vide an accurate assessment of what he actually can do (see Technical Report #37)..

New Reading Curriculum for 1975-1976

Our present research in relking is being conducted within the framework of

a new reading curricUlumlifthich reflects our past workAU reading research. Out

concern for maintaing the indUstriouspess Of the-, KEEP student 4,', shown in.the

-.'related staff. development program in-Which all KEEP teachers must 'Participate.,.

Teachers who have not-previously received training, in behavioral analysit and

contingency management are given.this background_ and their atpilcation of these

IilerventiOns for children withtechniqueS to the.classroom is monitored.

-special motivational and behavioral problems are also Managed within the Con-
.,

text of the staff development program. It is recognized that lack of motivation

to work can be a problem in teaching children'to read and thus' it is not neglec-

ted. However, the findings of the basal reader and two token reinforcement

studies showed that increasing industriousness in and of itself was not suf-
.

-ficient to bring the KEEP students to grade level reading achievement.

As mentioned-earlier,' the new kindergarten curriculum begins with a com-

prehensive,two month readiness. program. This readiness program was developed

in response to the need for giving the KEEP students an earlier start in learn-

ing to read, in'order to help them perform at grade level as soon as pOssible.

The readiness program is at present the most detailed part of the curticulum



and calls for the children to master

two.month period. The intensive and

the largest number of objectives for' any.

accelerated nature Of the readiness pro-.

gram in the new curticulum.reflect6-the_finding that :Class II and IIIJNith

showed increases in reading achievement largely' as a result of an earlier in-
,

trOduction of, formal reading instruction. As part Of the continuing evaluation

and improvement of the new curriculum, objectives in the areas of functional

communication and cognitive operations are being added to the kindergarten

program.

In every section. of the newtufriblilUirrbut readiness, there are three

strands, or skill areas: comprehenOon,.sight vocablary, and detoding.- There

are'a,lso.plans, to add,strands for functional language and cognitive operations,

This wide range of skill areas, traditionally placed'in the reading

curriculum, is believed netessary because of the evidence provided by the

series of.StudieS On the learning.of'sound7SYmbol relationships. _These studies
-.7 ... .

'led to the generalconclusion that. `a reading program that emphasizds phonics

probably presents serious problems for the disadvantaged, part-Hawaiiangchild

The new curriculum will deemphasiie decoding and stress comprehension skills

the learning of words by `.thethe sight method as alternatives. ills in

functional language(and.cOgnitiVe operations seem necessary to-ii,omote further

achievement in the other strands, although more-investigation,wilk be needed to

determine the exact nab ure of these skills and their relationship to learning

to read

Finally, the results of'studies at KEEP in dialect interference also in-

- ,fluenced the new curriculum, although theseiresUlts generally indicated-that

Our,past practices were not inappropriate Because of our research evidence

that the KEEP students,are actually bidialectal,' they '.can and'are being taught

d'to read with conventional Standard. English baaal texts under the new curriculum.
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4

Nowhere s there proviSion for drill in Standard English'in tbe

.711Owever, through the development objectives in the functionaTlangUsge:-r.

strand,-Lt is hoped that many oppor,tUriiies-Will.be presented in the 'clas8room

for the.children to usejangtage(to increase fluency,,to become more elabora-
'

_
their languageand,to increase cognitive,manipulations based on use

more ,ffeCtiVe language).--In this way they may become more proficient In

those general. language. skills which seem more important-to learning to read

than,knowledge of Standard English alone.

The new curriculUmAhich now provides the basic frameworg for research.

in reading; shows our presentintent to-search for answers within the class.-

Close observations of teachers and students.,and of teacher-room itself.

student interactions.and student-student interactions will,help us better

understand the process by,which information 48 transmitted and applied in the.

:.Classxiaom.", These obsetVationa-wilik'help us.to'specify the :variety of methods
-..,,,----------0,---.

. , ,. .

which constitute good teaching, particularly in reading. We also hoPe to sain

more insight into' the ways in which the KEEP students handle different kinds of

problemsand the process they go through in dealing with different tasks. This

understanding will enable us to develop ways oil'iraining'our student's to deal
'

*ace effectivelyO similar situations.simila situations. The new. curriculum reflects our be-.e,lief that research and clasdroom practiceat KEEP shOuld be cloSely tied toge-

J.

Idherwith findings n_one area contributing to 'improvement in the other.

Summary .and Conclusions it

Even ;hough the.; problems, of successfully teaching reading to disadvantaged,
'4-

part-Hawaiian children are more complex and subtle than may generally be believed,

A KEEP has.defined prOhlem areaa.more clearly al, has taken positive first

steps toward applying these findings in the classroom.

First, it was found*that increasing student industriousness was not suffic ient
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vement in reading.- -

Therefore,-Whilejndustriousness is alw'ays an important fa tor, lack of it is
4

not the main reason that

learn how to read well.

y disadvantagedv.part-Hawaiian children do not

.

second, it was found that the earlier reading instruction. is! begun. .the

better the children's reading achieveMent. :Much work Was%done'at KEEP in read-

-

°,;.

jng readiness and the optimum time to
,
begin' reading instruction.: Reading in-;

strUction was begun. as earIY,S6 two months after the children entered kinder-

garter'. order'tO begin-early reading, a comprehensive and intensive readineSS

.

program was developed. The present readiness program covers self-help, acade.-

.

mix', And social skil and' specifies recommendeliteaChing procedures in each

tte

area. This program will be'further strengthened with the addition of skills

in functional language and cognitive operations.

Third, in examiningthe progress of the KEEP students- in a typical-reading

program, it was found_that_theJeaxnimoLsouncl:symbol relationshipawas ex-

treMelydIfficult.fOr.them. Although a series pf studies was conducted which

explored ways of accelerating their learning of these relationsbips,'nO4effective
a or

method, was found: The:tOntiOning difficulty ofthis type of task for the KEEP

students was attributed to.the probable,Iack of certain language and c4nitive

;-

skills which are necessary prerequisites for the efficient learning,,ot sound

Symbol relationships. .Further research in theareas of language and cognition

,

is important, not only for the learning of Sound-Symbol relationship's but for

reading achievement as a whole. It was also recommended that children like thOse

----at.-KEEP-nOt,be;tatightread....ultb2.,kOgrams.thAistress th-e-learning of soUnd7

i5ymbol relationships, especially at the beginning levels. As an alternative

these children should be first taught to read with programs emphasizing compre-
,

hensiOnand the learning of words through a sight or whole word method.
fte.



'burtifi,, the respitS of several tuliAs lhowed that Speaking S'dialect;

. ,

Creole; .probably' does not. in tsdIfinterferwith learning-.to read at

the beginning levels'. Aither, it was concluded that certain lacks in lari-

gnage-abilityv which are-not'dialect pecific, were. cantributing to:the cbil-

dren'etpoo pr.OgrOis in learning tq d, used upon -this conclusion nves-'''

.tigatiOn1.0 the language area is corm nuing. Kecommendstions,fot futUrp:

research..' nclUded investigations to d termine the-KEEP

,

skill in-speclific areas of language facility and functional

.relationship of thoSe various skillS.'to..qparningt0:res&-

. ..
Finally, a new- readi4w curricula m was devised*basea upon the results- of

' .

f

ag0, and . the

.

past. research: Tt-lis:preseritly comp:sd'of a tWITmorith readiness program and
F..

,

a three strand' continuum froM kinder arten through third grade: The three

lstrands, or skill areas, are c+ehension\. sight 7o4cabulary,:and decoding,

a..ng.., d there are plans: to add strands tor.'skills.in fun cti Odtl.langUage ard;tOg._ .

:__;,1-1,;__..,_,_...._.......:..:.:............_,.....,_..... ..... ____",.....-:...-4.4_.....4.............,...--.;,,. ....,.._..- ...., , ..:.";.......: 7 ..r. ."---;.7.--t.,,,,,,--'i.
,1 .
Is: nitive oPerations,The reading curt lculum is slso_Aegigned as a-fraiiiWOrk -.Y,

.

.'f

for research and serves'tb-reaffirMthe -close relationship-at KEEP between
, ,3

'research and cissstoOm practice.
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